Note from the President

Hats off WPCC.....

100% participation in our first photo exhibit as a club.

This is a great way to begin the celebration of our 65th Anniversary. I would like to thank the Program committee and the Arts + Public Life team for their hard work on putting together this event.

We would also like to welcome our new members to WPCC: Kyya Brown, Micheal Hayden, Dennis Hurd, Carol Neal, Lauren Snowden-Ingram, Diane Pye, and Rose Braxton.

Welcome to a club where ‘Great Minds Click’!
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On Tuesday, November 19, we were honored to have a panel discussion from three (3) very distinguished and talented members of Washington Park Camera Club: Dr. Harvey Cobb, Philip Thomas and Ken Mitchell.

Harvey started off speaking on Composition and the different aspects involved with composing a photograph, Ken followed, going over the points concerning Landscape photography and Philip finished the trio up going over/defining Street Photography.

Each provided an enlighten lecture which included slides and very helpful hints/insights to capturing that special moment in time through photography.

I believe everyone in attendance left inspired and definitely a little more knowledgeable about one if not all the subjects covered.

Thanks again to our very own - Philip, Harvey and Ken - great job!
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“Blue Angels in a Double Farvel Maneuver”
by Preston Moore

“Last Lily”
by Duane Savage

“Mama’s Tender Care”
by Sheila Nicholes

“A Gray Day on the Lake”
Roslyn J. Armour
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